What Our Customers Say:

“Repipe Specialists’ work was excellent. The crew took
the time to cover our furniture and protect our wood
floors with care. They cleaned up, and took care of the
minor follow up that was required. The quality of the
drywalling, patching, stucco repair on the inside and
outside of the home, the installation of the water heater,
etc. were done with care – quickly and efficiently. The
price for the work was comparable to other quotations
I received, but the speed at which the work was
completed was better than what was offered by others
(on average, double the time). Considering my home is
a two-story, and that repiping is very invasive, the speed
at which the work was performed was welcomed! Many
thanks to your team for a job well done!”
— C. E., San Diego, California
“We live in an old, two-story Victorian home. Because
of your estimating consultant’s friendly, informative and
thorough presentation we decided to use your company
for our repipe needs. The crew did a fantastic job,
working in an organized, timely manner and was very
courteous. They cleaned up in the work areas
immediately after the work was done. It is soooo
wonderful to have full water pressure again throughout
our house. Thanks so much and we will recommend
your company to anyone else that needs
repipe work.” — D.T., Pasadena, California

Why
repipe
your
home?
●
●
●
●
●

Greatly Increased
Water Pressure
No More Rusty Water
No Leaky Pipes
No Leak-Caused Property
Damage or Mold
Increased Property Value
and Lower Insurance Rates

1-800-REPIPING
www.repipespecialists.com

Why
Repipe Specialists?

The Problem
with Galvanized
Plumbing
When galvanized plumbing gets old, built-up
corrosion drastically reduces water pressure, or
rusts the pipes causing impure and discolored
water, and eats through the pipes, causing leaks.
These leaks can cause severe property damage as
well as mold, a dangerous health risk. Because of
potential damage, home insurance rates can be
higher for homes with galvanized plumbing, and
some companies won’t insure unless the
galvanized plumbing is replaced with copper.

Call for a FREE
ESTIMATE Today
1-800-737-4746
www.repipespecialists.com

Mention this flyer and you will receive
a 20% discount on your repipe job.
License # 648251

The Experts. Since 1991, we at
Repipe Specialists have had copper repiping as
our sole line of business. We are the experts.
For that reason, our pricing is usually about half
that of a regular plumbing contractor.

Addressing Your Needs.

Copper Repiping
Prevents
of These
Problems

All

Copper does not corrode, and will last the life
of your house – in fact we give it a lifetime
guarantee. Once installed, copper piping will
●

Greatly increase water pressure

●

End the problem of leaks

●

End the danger of property damage and
leak-caused mold

●

Dramatically increase water clarity and purity

It will also increase your property value and
could reduce your insurance rates. From an
economic standpoint, you simply cannot go
wrong by repiping now.

Our estimators fully evaluate your particular
situation, and make sure you completely
understand the procedure
before it starts, placing
your peace-of-mind and
understanding above
“sales pressure.”

Protecting
Your Home.
We cover floors and furniture
to protect your home and
belongings. Most jobs are
completed within one day,
but if the job must take longer, we clean up and
make sure you have hot water before leaving each
day. At the end of the job, we patch all holes and
fully clean up so it’s like we were never there.

